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Abstract: Currently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander narratives and participation
within communication design practices in Australia are scarce. The Australian
communication design industry, currently reinforcing Eurocentric practices, needs to
develop a better understanding of the social and cultural dimensions of design and to
provide more inclusive practices for designers from underrepresented or
marginalised groups. Through case study analysis, this paper explores and discusses a
more inclusive way of working with Indigenous people and content within
communication design. It draws from and applies principals of Transformative
Participatory Action research to communication design practice – a more inclusive
model for Indigenous creative practice within Australia. This approach moves away
from co-design and participatory design models to focus more on participatory
action, active engagement and empowering Indigenous communities through design.
Keywords: Communication design; Inclusive design; Transformative Participatory Action;
Indigenous

1. Introduction
Within current communication design practices, the representation of Indigenous narratives
is marginalized, as the ethical and respectful use of Indigenous iconography and culture is
often overlooked in favour of Western standards and practices225 (Jojola, 2011). The
Philip Megg’s A History of Graphic Design in 1983 solidified a graphic design canon that privileged Western
practice and a modernist aesthetic-based valuation (Meggs, 1983). With its roots in the Industrial revolution,
communication design practice has since been documented in relation to Western industrial societies. Design
practices and structures, stemming from Modernism, in particular the Bauhaus, are still taught today,
reinforcing design’s Western origins and practices. Herbert Bayer and the Swiss Style of typography are
225
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Australian communication design industry has historically had limited understanding and
lacked influence from the important cultural and creative source of Indigenous Australia.
Isolated examples within the industry have made progress in recognising the need for
indigenous participation and to provide more inclusive practices for underrepresented or
marginalized groups. The design community should reflect the history, culture and society of
Australia as communication design is a visible part of the ongoing living narrative of culture
(Woodward, 2008).
Currently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander narratives within contemporary
communication design are scare. Additionally, the communication design industry has
limited involvement in developing practices of working with Indigenous designers. As Vernon
Kee describes, ‘most Australians and most folk in graphic design have little or no
understanding of the issues involved in working with Aboriginal people, design and artwork’
(2013).
This discussion paper explores a more inclusive way of working with Indigenous people and
culture within communication design, drawing from and applying principals of
Transformative Participatory Action research. This approach moves away from co-design and
participatory design models to focus more on participatory action and empowering
Indigenous communities through design. It proposes that inclusive communication design
practices require a framework of participatory action, based in active engagement, where
marginalized voices (such as those of indigenous people) are empowered (Chilisa, 2012).
Utilising a case study approach, this investigation examines different approaches to
contemporary creative participation and creation with Indigenous people and culture from a
range of fields.
The case studies explored in this paper will be divided into two parts. Firstly through
examining case studies from Namibia, Canada, Malaysia and Argentina, alternative
frameworks and methodologies are explored that would allow an Indigenous knowledge
based approach226 to working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in
communication design contexts. Secondly, looking into contemporary creative fields,
including craft, new media production and design specifically within Australia, creative
relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people are discussed. These
relationships foster the building of empathy, understanding and community.
The paper then explores and discusses a more inclusive way of working with Indigenous
people and content within communication design practices. This approach would benefit
examples of modern practitioners and design styles, which are still regarded as the dominant standards within
current Australian communication design education and practice.
226
Norm Sheehan’s Indigenous knowledge principals of respectful design, focus on ways of knowing and
reiterate how representing Indigenous knowledge and culture should be done in respect on showing care and
awareness in the way we identify, explore and assess meaning because we know our view is always incomplete
(Sheehan, 2100, p. 68). He continues to describe how the concept of ‘respect’ is so sensitive and complex
through visual and narrative approaches: ‘Respect is based on this ancestral understanding that we all stand for
a short time in a world that lived long before us and will for others long after we have passed’ (Sheehan, 2011,
p.69).
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Australian communication designers through increased diversity in the creative process,
alternative cultural values portrayed in design work and expanded intercultural
opportunities in designer collaboration.
Little academic literature exists concerning specific frameworks that apply principals of
Transformative Participatory Action within communication design contexts. This paper
seeks to make a contribution to design discourse by exploring a more inclusive way of
working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People. An improved understanding of
ethical and inclusive ways of working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, and
the visible participation of more Indigenous voices would contribute important strengths to
design in Australia, extending its unique creative, cultural and social range227. Further
research is required to test principals of Transformative Participatory Action research within
the field and explore ethical ways of working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people within communication design in Australia.

2. Terminology
For the context of this paper, the term ‘communication design’ is used to encompass both
graphic design and digital/interactive design, as the nature of the industry moves to include
both print, digital, virtual and strategic outcomes across the discipline. Steven Heller in Eye
Magazine defines the industry definition of ‘communication design’ as addressing the
transition from old to new media and can include graphic design; illustration; advertising and
publicity material; typography; interactive or environmental design including user interface
and wayfinding, or any form of visual communication (Heller, 2007).
ICOGRADA, the world body for professional graphic design and visual communication
defines communication design as an “intellectual, technical and creative activity concerned
not simply with the production of images but with the analysis, organisation and methods of
presentation of visual solutions to communication problems” (Icograda, 2007).
Additionally, it is important to position the use of the term ‘Indigenous’ within the context of
this project. Throughout colonial history Australians have socially constructed various terms
to refer to Indigenous peoples. For many, the terms ‘Indigenous,’ ‘Aboriginal,’ ‘First Nations,’
‘Native,’ are used interchangeably. ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’ is commonly used
in Australia to refer to Indigenous people.

227

There are a number of frameworks that advocate and facilitate the integration of cultural protocols, when
working with, or researching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (Bostock, 1997; DHS, 2006; Janke,
2002; Scott, 2002). However, there are a lack of guidelines and codes of conduct when working with
Indigenous people, their culture, beliefs and motifs within the field of graphic design in Australia (Australia
Council, 2007; Janke, 1998; Kee, 2013).
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3. Historical background
This paper will include a few key historical points to place the topic in context, but will not
be looking over the extensive historical background and literature relating to the colonising
history of Australia.
It is important to recognize the diversity and complexity of the many different Indigenous
cultures in Australia. Ways of working with cultural issues and materials may differ between
different Indigenous communities.
Australia is home to the world’s oldest continuous living culture. A Wurundjeri/Yorta Yorta
descendant from Swinburne University states:
“Our Indigenous culture and history is one of our most precious cultural assets.
However, the Australian community’s knowledge of its Indigenous background is
scant; the depth of tradition and history unique to this country, barely scratched. This
wide gulf in awareness and understanding is one of the reasons why most nonIndigenous Australians remain unaware of the enormous challenges that so many
Indigenous Australians face on a daily basis. The representations of Indigenous
Australians in our mainstream media continues to perpetuate the false perception that
‘real’ indigenous culture exists only in remote Australia. The reality is that everyone in
this land is standing on what was once Indigenous land” (Peters, A. 2011, p, 3).

Following the arrival of the European settlers, the Aboriginal population plummeted by
about 90% and became increasingly marginalized—ranking well above the national averages
in poverty, crime, and alcohol abuse statistics (Price, 2008).
The Reconciliation Attitude Barometer, (a tool to measure the progress of reconciliation
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians) found six out of ten Australians have
had little to no contact with Indigenous people (Reconciliation Australia, 2012). There exists
a chasm of understanding as well as fundamental misunderstandings. The barometer also
reveals that the vast majority of Australians believe the relationship between Indigenous
people and other Australians is important for Australia as a nation (Reconciliation Australia,
2012).
The gap in cultural power between dominant and marginalized elements in Australian
society is likely to remain unequal while there is a lack of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander People creating their own representations. However, both partners must strive
toward a better positioning and working relationship to allow Indigenous peoples control
over their cultural heritage.

4. Case Studies
4.1 Frameworks and methodologies towards inclusive facilitation between nonindigenous and indigenous participants
The most noteworthy preface to any discussion of Indigenous peoples is that a universal
Indigenous paradigm does not exist. The academic literature relevant to this project comes
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from a variety of disciplines but is primarily focused on creative or design outcomes where
possible. This section provides a summary on the academic research that has been
conducted on developing frameworks or methodologies for working on design or creative
projects with Indigenous people.
Participatory design methods value local participation, learning through action, collective
decision-making and empowerment through group activities. The traditional model for
participatory design is described in Figure 1. Designers team up with users and selected
stakeholders to do co-creation or, participatory design. Together, often in workshops, user
needs and problems are identified and new solutions are developed. It is almost taken for
granted that participants are available, have the skills for contributing to the design process,
and will be able to work together in an egalitarian manner.

Figure 1. Traditional model for participatory design. This figure is based on a general understanding
of participatory design often reflected in literature [derived from Figure 3 in (Sanders &
Stappers, 2008, p. 11)].

Situated in Namibia, researchers Kapuire et al. explore participatory design with a specific
focus on the benefits for participants and the community. Their aim was to co-design a
digital system where community members can collect, curate and transfer Indigenous
knowledge digitally to the next generation. Their study highlights that the concept of
participation in itself is not universal. It is known that “cultural differences potentially affect
the manner in which users are able to participate in, design, and act as subjects” (Oyugi et
al., 2008). It has therefore been acknowledged that true participation, especially across
cultural differences, can only be achieved if the participants are equally part of the decisions
regarding the process and that the methods and concepts, or the ‘research problem’ itself
are decided upon collectively before the project begins (Winschiers-Theophilus et al, 2010).
The researchers entered into a design dialog with the community so they could learn about
their interests, skills and what benefits technology might offer them; to co-create a research
question for the benefit of the community, not just the researchers’. Kapuire et al.’s project
was carried out over a five-year period – time that allowed them to develop the project and
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to teach participants new technologies to aid community development. This time frame
however conflicts with professional communication design practices as rarely are projects
given such long timeframes to invest into community development or technology to improve
participation.

Image 1. A participant(community elder) constructing a 3D scenario for his digital story in Kapuire,
Winschiers-Theophilus, & Blake’s 5 year study in Namibia.

Winschiers-Theophilus et al.’s associated co-design research in rural African communities
highlights that while genuinely striving for user involvement, co-design methods can actually
hinder a truly participatory approach to design (Winschiers-Theophilus et al, 2012).
Co-design methods value both the creativity of designers and people not trained in design,
working together in the design development process (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

Figure 2. Model for co-design. This figure is based on a general understanding of co-design often
reflected in literature [derived from Figure 2 in (Sanders & Stappers, 2008, p. 11)].

Winschiers-Theophilus et al. highlight the challenge of co-design lies in translating the local
Indigenous knowledge system into an appropriate representation despite the fundamental
epistemological differences (Winschiers-Theophilus et al., 2012). This is especially true when
working with new technologies and new creative outcomes. How to translate local
Indigenous knowledge into a new medium, where the researchers/designers are often those
with the technical skills and thus the power to direct representations within a co-design
environment.
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The examples of both Kapuire et al. and Winschiers-Theophilus et al. highlight that both
participatory design and co-design approaches seem to not truly invoke an inclusive design
environment – with co-design not offering ongoing community benefits and participatory
design lacking ethnographic approaches to participation itself. Both projects emphasize the
need to focus on active community engagement and empowering indigenous communities
through design projects.
Reitsma, Light and Rodgers’ study on creating an exhibition with the Indigenous Penen
community in Malaysia highlights the power dynamics inherent within co-design. Their
study utilised design probes to gather cultural insights, but no ethical measures of
interacting with the community are mentioned; only ‘trust was not strong enough for them
[the Indigenous community] to fully engage in the design probe activities’ (Reitsma et al,
2014, p. 271). The lack of ethical and inclusive practices, led the community to take back
creative control of the exhibition from the ‘outsider’ designer.
The designers had pre-defined the outcomes before consultation with the community, trying
to fit Indigenous knowledge and local culture into already constructed project outcomes,
without considering what the benefits were for the community. As the researchers describe:
“Before, the community tried to help the designer to create designs according to the
expectations of the designer. But then one of the community members felt motivated to
take the role of project manager from the designer. This shift was important, since it meant
that the process was now in the hands of the community” (Reitsma et al, 2014, 272).

Image 2: Betunue’ (fireflies): one of the pieces in a co-design project where drawings made by a
Western designer, were translated into quick prototypes by the crafter, where the designer
was seen as ‘help[ing] the crafter to come up with her own interpretations’ (Reitsma et al,
2014, 272).
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This case study reflects the understanding that outsiders (the designers) are not experts on
the indigenous community and that input from the community gives a richer representation
of the cultural context (Sheehan, 2011).
Another project that highlights the inherent power dynamics within co-design or
participatory creative projects is the work of Arnd Schneider on looking at Indigenous
‘inspired’ interior and accessories designs in Argentina. In Beyond appropriation: Significant
overlays in Guaraní-inspired designs, Schneider argues that in this process of appropriating
Indigenous designs from Northern Argentina, the meaning of the original design is
suspended and ultimately short-circuited (Schneider, 2012, p. 346). Schneider details that
the process of working with the cultural expressions of the Indigenous Mbya Guaraní is
rationalised by the designers, as one of fusion and resignification.

Image 3: A table from Misiones Creativa, Cuña Pirú Lodge. Designers base their design on Guaraní
culture without giving any more specific information. Therefore, what, as a Guaraní pattern,
has very specific symbolic and mythological meaning has been turned through the design
process, literally, into a decorative coffee table object. © Photograph: Arnd Schneider.

She argues the social co-participation from these co-designed objects does not signify equal
shares of authorship, creativity and remuneration, but they stand more specifically for, and
make more visible, the specific and unequal social relations between designers and
Indigenous artisans (Schneider, 2012, p. 346).
Yet how to make this process more equal between Indigenous artisan and design is left
unknown. The question still remains as to how to include symbolic Indigenous knowledge
into communication design practices without concealing the acquisition of indigenous
design, restricting space for expression or limiting either the artisan or designer’s creativity.
This example again highlights the power dynamic between the opposing artisan and the
Eurocentric designer. It highlights how designers need to focus more on empowering
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indigenous creative practices, redress the inherent power imbalance, and to foster more
ethical indigenous inclusion in design processes.
Through her research in working with Indigenous communities in Canada, Winnie Chow
highlights how the practice of Western research and design often conflict with Indigenous
circular ways of knowing (the way things are repeated and come around in a circle, showing
us how we think and use information). Chow argues that a participatory action research
framework attempts to address the unequal power structures inherent in indigenous/nonindigenous projects and moves forward from where Schneider left off.
Chow begins by entering herself as researcher into the study, which none of the previous
cited authors had succeeded in doing, always placing themselves as ‘other’. Chow explains “I
enter into this study as a hybrid attempting to balance and attend to the needs of three
complex worlds … Each world has its own codes of conduct and ways of knowing that often
clash fundamentally” (Chow, 1995, p. 67).
Although Chow doesn’t work within a specific design space, her Participatory Action
Research (PAR) framework for approaching working with Indigenous communities could also
apply to communication design as it advances respectful decolonizing practices and allows
designers to position themselves respectfully within the project, being simultaneously
mediators, designers and researchers.

Figure 3. Model for participatory action research. This figure is based on a general understanding of
participatory action research often reflected in literature [derived from Figure 5 in (Crane &
O’Regan, 2010, p. 11)].
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She includes her own lived experiences and acknowledges she enters as an ‘outsider’ yet
includes a ‘reflection-in-action’ framework which embeds practical projects and experiences
with Indigenous communities within an ongoing theory of action. Chow explains:
“Through reflection-in-action, I put Participatory Action Research (PAR) theory in-use
and confront the contradiction between theory and practice, thinking and action. This
process led me to new ways of framing or testing the situation as I examined my tacit
understandings, made conscious my underlying assumptions, and provided access to
an alternative theory-of-action” (Chow, 1995, p. 68).

There is strong support by Indigenous groups and researchers for the use of PAR
methodology (Hammersmith & Sawatsky, 1995; McShane & Hastings, 2004; Robinson, 1998;
Smith, 2001; Smye & Mussell, 2001). Participatory action research starts with social concerns
and lived experiences, values local knowledge and reconsiders the value of research as a
vehicle for social change.
Insights gained from the case studies above, highlight there are fundamental clashes
between codes of conduct and ways of knowing, between researchers, designers and
Indigenous artisans and communities. The literature does not provide any concrete
framework for bridging these differences, or moving forward. The approaches of Chow and
Kapuire et al. are most useful, framing the designer’s role as one participant within the cycle,
being able to be reflective throughout the process and acknowledging the community as an
equal participant. Yet these approaches lack a specific ethnographic understanding into the
idea of participation itself, who is participating and why - something that is critical when
creating specific cultural outcomes, and when looking into current communication design
practices.

4.2 Inclusive creative participation and creation within Australia
The second part of this paper addresses specifically Australian based projects, and focuses
on contemporary creative mediums where possible. It is important to place these projects
within a specific cultural context to relate the literature to specific ethnographically
informed objectives and methodologies.
The history and practice of Indigenous research in Australia is intimately bound up with
histories of colonisation, exploitation and abuse (Humphery, 2000; 2001). This has
contributed to the devaluing of academic knowledge and status within some Indigenous
communities, leading to suspicion and mistrust of research activities. Non-Indigenous
academics and researchers have an obligation, therefore, to share their power with
Indigenous communities.
In The Jolt of the New: Making Video Art in Arnhem Land Jennifer Deger highlights how nontraditional forms of creative expression can challenge the binary dynamics around
academic/participant, artisan/designer, outsider/insider. Deger describes how “these
technologies both provoke and enable putatively non-traditional forms of cultural
production … new media technologies enable – if not demand – new modes of ethnographic
engagement and response” (2013, p. 357).
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Deger’s case study offers a positive alternative to co-creation with Indigenous people. It
suggests that new means of creativity can create distinctive Indigenous forms of cultural
production and social connection. Further, through working with communities on different
mediums, such as video art, it can both provoke and enable non-traditional forms of cultural
production that is in both parts enriching and stimulating to both indigenous participant and
non-indigenous collaborator. This example highlights how changing the power dynamics
between participant and designer is important in fostering Indigenous inclusion within
Australian creative projects.

Image 4: Video still (detail) from three-screen installation Christmas Birrimbirr (Christmas Spirit).
According to Paul Gurrumuruwuy: ‘We’re not just putting on Santa costumes. There’s more
going on. Something deeper’. In Darwin, December 2011. Deger, 2013.

In addition to new media, Verran et al.’s study in digital knowledge describes how in
Northern Australia many Aboriginal parents and grandparents are concerned that younger
generations are growing up without a robust identity or a strong grasp of their community’s
knowledge traditions. They endorse the use of computer databases and other digital
technologies to work with audio files, texts, photos, videos, maps, lists, etc. to help with
their work of teaching (Verran et al., 2007, p. 129).
However, Verran et al. also document suspicions that digital technologies can only work by
treating indigenous knowledge as a commodity (Verran et al., 2007). These concerns grow
from worries about disenfranchising Aboriginal knowledge, further marginalising legitimate
Aboriginal interests, diversion of resources from Aboriginal priorities and misappropriation
of intellectual property. These concerns exemplify the power dynamic of technology
transfer, the subtle balance of control and its implications within Indigenous communities.
Describing the intertwined character of technology and indigenous knowledge, Daniel Fisher
in his study You Mob Listen on Indigenous media in northern Australia discusses ‘newness’ in
new media similarly to Deger’s work. He compares a live Indigenous cultural performance
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compared to a radio presentation – that the essence of the work is still present, just it is
presented in a new medium, “his banter continues in between the songs’ verses, again
echoing a radio DJ … it evokes how electronic media pervade a great range of Aboriginal
expressive practice, and inform new intercultural arenas for Indigenous performance and
belonging” (Fisher, 2005, p.1).
Discussing Indigenous representation and the creation of a national identity through design,
Past President of ICOGRADA and academic and practitioner of communication design,
Russell Kennedy describes that communication designers are wary of using any Indigenous
image or work or even referencing Aboriginal iconography because of appropriation and
ethical use issues (Kennedy, 2007, p.9). Kennedy’s academic research is in the area of
cultural and national identity, in particular the relationship between the two.
Kennedy describes that there exists an ‘apartheid in design’ that discourages communication
designers from incorporating Aboriginal culture into their work for fear of getting it wrong.
He explains, “Although completely understandable and respectful, this approach actually
contributes to the invisibility of Australia’s Aboriginality and further widens the gap between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous culture” (2007, p. 9).
Kennedy looks further into developing an associated strategic innovation policy for the
design profession, peak design bodies and government programs. This is positioned within a
framework of interpretivism and stakeholder theory, based on mutual respect between
parties (Kennedy, 2015). His proposal for protocols with professional practice highlight that
communication design can recognise, respect and celebrate the centrality of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander culture, and although his protocols have yet to be implemented within
industry, it positions a positive, strategic way forward.
Kennedy’s research work is so important in this context through recognizing that all
stakeholders involved, from Indigenous communities, clients, design industry, industry
leaders and communication designers themselves, need to move forward together and
reposition Aboriginal content in contemporary communication design in Australia.
David Lancashire’s design studio has worked on numerous projects featuring Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander motifs and iconography in Australian communication design. In 2002
David Lancashire Design developed an exhibition in the remote Pilbara region of Western
Australia. In an interview with Eye Magazine, speaking of the project Lancashire stated:
“Being a designer you are not dominant. You are actually more transparent. You say “What
do you reckon?” rather than “I’ve done this design. I reckon we’ll do this” (Eye Magazine,
2002). Lancashire’s work is situated in an understanding that working with Indigenous
communities requires observation of Aboriginal protocols, humility and patience.
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Image 5: David Lancashire Design, Kanijiri Visitoss Centre, 2002. Source:
www.davidlancashiredesign.com.au/disciplines/interpretation/karijini-visitor-centre

Lancashire’s work highlights his personal journey and follows principals of self-determination
and cultural ownership. However, these projects present the design studio as the primary
designer and owner with questions arising around communal copyright and ownership over
project outcomes. This example highlights that Lancashire’s practice is not quantified
through any series of working frameworks – it is his personal understanding of working with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people within communication design contexts that has
informed the framework explored in this paper, and the need to redress the power
imbalance that is intrinsically linked to professional design studio outcomes.
The case studies analysis provides a survey of Indigenous creative collaboration, focused on
new technology and new cultural production in Australia. From radio to new media, these
projects highlight that designers can retain the essence of Indigenous culture into new
mediums, such as communication design. It affirms that through new media, old forms of
culture are not lost, and the ancestral essence of culture and country remains embedded
within these new forms.
The examples highlight how redressing the power imbalance between designers and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and content is paramount when exploring
inclusive ways of working within communication design. Ethical use issues around Aboriginal
iconography may differ from community to community and thus is it essential to base a
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communication design framework in observation, reflection and planning, not just the
design project itself.
This analysis also reveals a gap in the literature around exploring frameworks of
Transformative Participatory Action within communication design practice. This approach
has yet to be explored and tested. Additionally, it reveals a gap around Indigenous creativity
within communication design being explored from Indigenous people and culture. It
suggests a need to further explore nuances of the communication design profession and
what are the opportunities and limitations for Indigenous groups working with the field.

5. Methodological approach: Framing Indigenous design
perspectives
Research on Indigenous issues should be carried out in a manner, which is respectful and
ethically sound from an Indigenous perspective. Providing a mechanism for Indigenous
peoples to participate in and direct research agendas to ensure their communal needs are
met, and that designers then learn how to build ethical relationships.
A decolonizing perspective is significant to this research because it focuses on Indigenouscolonizing relationships and seeks to interrogate the powerful social relationships that
marginalize Indigenous peoples and specifically to decolonize, Euro-centric design education
and practice within Australia (Nicoll, 2004).
Examining power relationships between Indigenous and colonising histories, especially
within Australia, enables a framework that seeks out Indigenous voices and representations
within a research field, that has historically marginalized and silenced Indigenous peoples
(Smith, 1999).
In discussing the representation of Indigenous knowledge, the work of Smith in Decolonizing
Methodologies is imperative in structuring this research from a decolonizing framework.
Smith describes that Western research draws from an ‘archive’ of knowledge and systems
and Western ways of viewing, talking about and interacting with the world at large are
intricately embedded in racialised discourses that can lead to ‘stealing’ knowledge from
Indigenous perspectives and re-presenting it in the wrong way and in the wrong place
(Smith, 1999). As such, it is imperative to note my role as a Western researcher, and to
understand my own cultural views, perceptions and beliefs that may impact on this
research. Being aware of my role as researcher allows me to more objectively undertake
culturally based research, knowingly approaching this project from the position as an
outsider.
In Australia, methodological reform is also cited as a way of redressing the power imbalance
between researchers and indigenous participants in research activity. The Deakin University
Institute of Koorie Education, for example, argued that Indigenous research must move from
“a positivistic positioning of Koories as objects of others’ enquiries to research paradigms
which attempt to redress the oppressed, marginalised ‘border’ reality of Koorie nations in
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contemporary Australian society and within this society’s academic institutions” (Deakin
University, 1994, p. 4).

6. Theoretical Frameworks
Framing this project, from an Indigenous research perspective, flows from an Indigenous
belief system that has at its core, a relational understanding and accountability to the world
(Steinhauer, 2001; Wilson, 2001; Kovach, 2010, p. 42). It is grounded in an understanding
that Indigenous methodologies are holistic and about the whole research process, not solely
the creative outcome.
Bagele Chilisa, a Botswana-based scholar, in Indigenous Research Methodologies undertakes
an extensive examination of Indigenous methodologies that draws on theories and practices
from a variety of cultural and academic contexts. Chilisa’s writing is premised on
understanding how the researched and non-academic knowledge systems are experienced.
Chilisa describes that the guiding principles behind ‘transformative participatory action
research’ are research for personal and social transformation and purposive active
engagement and political action by both the researcher and researched (2013, p. 235). She
continues to describe that in this approach “the poor and exploited are empowered to
believe in themselves and to have the confidence and the will to conduct research on their
own reality using their ways of knowing and to use the research findings to embark on
positive social change” (2013, p. 235).
Embedded within a framework of creative participation, this approach to research, using
Indigenous ways of knowing, explores how communities can use communication design as a
tool of empowerment and positive social change. Through this notion of transformative
participatory action within design, it is also imperative to look at practice-based theories as
well as research frameworks.
In The Reflective Practitioner, Schon (1982) speaks to a generative inquiry approach for
epistemology where ‘knowledge is in the action’ (p. 54). According to Schon, when someone
reflects-in-action, they become a researcher in the practice context, not dependent on the
categories of established theory and technique. Within practice-based research, Schon
explains that the researcher does not separate thinking from doing, because experimenting
is a kind of action (p. 68).
It’s an interesting approach when considering what issues arise when Western and
Indigenous research protocols, values, procedures, and ethics merge when creating
communication design outcomes. This 'thinking on our feet' approach might be the best way
of working together, to create an inclusive design outcome and industry. Further, as creative
partnerships and practices are so hard to fit within protocols and frameworks of working,
this approach allows for the project to develop naturally, not separating the theories with
the practice of design and creativity.
Merging Chilisa’s Transformative Participatory Action Research approach with Schon’s
Reflection-in-action presents us with a potential framework for inclusive communication
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design practices. It goes beyond co-design and participatory design to put the needs of the
community or the marginalized group at the center of the project, with the designer
(whether they are Indigenous or non-Indigenous) being able to begin the process without
putting it ‘in the too hard basket’ for fear of getting it wrong (Kennedy, 2007).
This mix of acknowledging the community as an equal participant from the beginning of the
project and learning through doing may allow communication designers a way forward to
more inclusive practices. However as Chilisa’s approach is paramount in the beginning and
throughout the project, Schon’s framework allows the designer to fit within the context of
professional communication design practices – having the flexibility to meld and shape
outcomes within industry.
When we look at combining the models, the linear process of design (highlighted in figure 4)
typically moving from brief to outcome turns into a more circular process of ongoing
participation and reflection.

Figure 4. Model for communication design practice. In the academic literature there are many varying
models on communication design practice. For the purposes of this study, a simple diagram
has been utilised that contains many of the same components in a wide variety of
communication design process diagrams. For clarity of this project, this model is based on a
general understanding of the core elements of the design process. Derived from ‘The Design
Process’ in (Meggs, 1992, p. 153).

7. Transformative Participatory Action model for communication
design practice.
Figure 5 details a suggested model for a more inclusive design practice, based on an ongoing
cycle of active participation and reflection. It draws from and applies principals of
Transformative Participatory Action and reflection-in-action within a specific communication
design context. It suggests the creative process is not just restricted to the ‘design’
component of a project – it can happen throughout, from observation, reflection and
planning.
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Figure 5. Transformative Participatory Action model for communication design practice. This figure is
based on principals of transformative participatory research with a general understanding
of current professional communication design process.

This proposed model is based in the understanding that the best way to learn is to do, and
the best way to do is to learn. Through this proposed cycle, the ‘doing’ component, or the
creative communication design project (the outer circle) is the actual creative process.
Intrinsic to the ‘doing’ is the ‘learning’ (the inner circle), which follows the same cycle, to
remain inclusive, to observe, reflect and plan while creating.
Communication designers bring to this process, their sensibilities, skills and experience
within visual communication and their ability to mediate, synthesize and create a visual
dialogue from diverse elements (van der Waarde, 2012). This synthesis of intellectual,
technical and creative activity happens throughout the model, with the intrinsic skills of the
designer being adept at overseeing the full design process. Additionally, the communication
design brings experience with creative problem solving, analysis, organisation, evaluation
and methods of presentation.
The proposed model highlights, that the creative process is not linear, there may be
numerous ‘inner’ cycles before the ‘outer’ cycle of creative participation is engaged, but that
the designer must value and move throughout both, with one reflecting the other.
Additionally, there is no set starting point, that instead of the process being seen as too hard
or culturally intimidating, that the creative project can begin with an observation, a
reflection or a problem and undertaking a natural flow through conversation and education.
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Often the logical starting point for communication design projects is in observing,
responding to a creative brief or defining a problem area. Yet there can be no project
definition without first observing and reflecting with others, creating true participation with
co-creators or communities. This process fosters community inclusion and leads to
developing better relationships between co-creators, stakeholders and clients.
This cyclic nature also allows co-creators the time to fully understand the benefits of the
project in relation to self-determination and social change. Being able to not just create a
creative solution, but have the time to transfer skills, create knowledge sharing and
implement long-term educational and transformative outcomes to the project.
The creative project itself is only one component of the cycle, and co-creators must be
aware of the whole cycle of design, you cannot just jump straight into the ‘doing’ without
first observing, reflecting and planning with others. Nothing is done in isolation, and no one
perspective is above another. This model also proposes that it is not the communication
designer alone involved in the creative project or outcome. Co-creators and true participants
in the process may not directly create an outcome, but their observations and reflections are
key components in the process and crucial to the process of inclusive design practices.
The proposed model leads to a more inclusive communication design practice through:
More unique creative projects, thus better client outcomes;
Improved collaboration and true participation;
Enhanced community capacity;
A more responsive, improvement oriented culture, and
Enabling community participation increases the likelihood that the
approach taken will better suit local circumstances, and build real
community ‘ownership’ and involvement.
It also allows the development of professional practice and the service based nature of
communication design through:
Encouraging a reflective, responsive and creative approach to
communication design, such that insights are able to be acted upon to
improve the quality of service offered to clients
Providing opportunities for continuous evaluation and review of all
aspects of the design process and outcome
Enables the development of many new initiatives and projects by
providing the legitimacy through evidence for why they might be
necessary and why they ought to be developed in a particular way (Porter
Orchard & Associates 2009: p.19)
The unique features of utilizing principals from Transformative Participatory research within
communication design is a way of working together to make things better and involves a
shift from “I ask … You answer” to “We explore” (Wadsworth, 2001, p.78). These
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reconnection and explorative experiences throughout the process are crucial in Indigenous
contexts (Frazer, Gehan, Mills & Smart 2003). This process involves creation ‘with’ people.
The proposed framework, developed from insights gained from the literature review
encourages more involvement, ownership and participation by the Indigenous community,
the communication design community, and clients.
The potential limitations of applying principals of Transformative Participatory Action model
within the context of communication design in Australia include:
Navigating equal share of authorship and remuneration. How to ensure all
contributions benefit from the creative project at both the individual and community
level
Specific community based social, cultural and political relationships may restrict
participation
The suggested framework would considerably extend a design brief and
communication designers would need to navigate this with clients
Ongoing communication and project benefits are not specified within this model
Further research is required to test this model in the field and to further develop ethical
frameworks for working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people within
communication design in Australia. Additionally, this model needs to be tested to examine
how this framework would operate at the local community level and the cultural specifics of
what this process might look like.
Additionally, specific research is needed on the unique role of the communication designer
when working with marginalised or Indigenous people and culture - as their role merges
researcher, co-creator and facilitator.

8. Conclusion
Communication design is an aspect and reflection of culture. What messages and campaigns
are put out into the community need to embrace Australian culture, and the voices of its
Indigenous People. In order to reduce racism in Australia, and to create more cultural
empathy, Indigenous narratives need to be told, so as to encourage this dialogue and
explore what Australian culture looks like from a contemporary communication design
perspective.
This paper focuses on the facilitation of design outcomes with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people, and the need to be based on the fundamental values of respect for human
rights, equality and sustainability. The exploration of drawing from and applying principals of
Transformative Participatory Action research, for a more inclusive way of working within
communication design was developed from insights gained from case studies
internationally, and specifically within Australia. This approach encourages more
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involvement, ownership and participation from both the Indigenous community and the
communication design community of Australia.
Case study analysis highlighted how both participatory design and co-design approaches
when working with indigenous people seem to not truly invoke an inclusive design
environment – with co-design not offering ongoing community benefits and participatory
design lacking ‘true’ participation across cultures. Additionally, studies consistently pointed
to the unequal power dynamic between the opposing artisan or indigenous community and
the Eurocentric designer.
Within Australia, studies emphasised the continued ancestral essence of culture and country
within new forms of cultural production, including communication design. However, as each
specific community has its own ethical use issues around iconography and culture, principals
of Transformative Participatory Action research within communication design practice are
essential to encourage active observation, reflection and planning with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people within specific project contexts.
Drawing from and applying principals of Transformative Participatory Action research to
communication design practice allows for a more inclusive model for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander creative practice within Australia. It seeks to address the power imbalance
inherant within non-indigenous designers working with indigenous communities, people and
culture. The cyclic nature of the proposed framework seeks to create true participation with
co-creators or communities, foster active community inclusion, develop better reflective and
responsive relationships between co-creators, stakeholders and clients and ultimately
empower Indigenous communities through communciation design. Further research is
required to test principals of Transformative Participatory Action research within
communication design contexts and examine specific community and working relationships.
Finally, it must be suggested that the relationship between designer and audience, reflecting
as it does the gap in cultural power between dominant and marginalized elements in
Australian society, is likely to remain unequal while there is a lack of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander People creating their own representations. However, both partners must
strive toward a better positioning and working relationship, to allow Indigenous people
control over their cultural heritage and to extend the cultural and creative range of
contemporary Australian communication design.
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